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Column

It’s never too late to devise a Medicaid plan
I have become increasingly concerned
can be depleted quickly paying these bills.
about incorrect “advice” that some seniors As life savings are depleted, gone too are
are being told by professionals about
many seniors’ dreams of leaving an inheri“spending down” for Medicaid (Title 19) tance to their children and grandchildren.
and how soon one can become
Why do so many seniors
eligible. More and more I’m seethink that Medicare will pay
ing clients who may have talked
their nursing home bill? That’s
with a tax professional or another
because Medicare, the health
non-elder law attorney who
insurance that most seniors have,
has advised my clients that they
does pay some nursing home
have to spend down more than
bills. But, that coverage is only
is required under the Medicaid
for 100 days at most. Most
Daniel
O.
program.
seniors are notified that they are
When a loved one moves to a Tully
no longer eligible for Medicare to
nursing home, family members
pay their bills after 21 days in the
are often shocked to learn that the bill is nursing home. That’s when seniors are on
not paid by Medicare or health insurance. the hook to pay the $15,000 to $17,000
Few families have the money to pay the
monthly bill themselves.
average nursing home bill themselves. In
What happens when a senior runs out
Connecticut the average nursing home
of money? Medicaid, a joint federal and
bill is over $200,000 per year. Life savings state-funded program, steps in. Medicaid
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is the government’s safety net to pay the
nursing home bills of seniors. In most
states, seniors who are not married must
deplete all but $1,600 of their life savings
to meet Medicaid’s asset qualifications.
(This includes selling their home.)
Married couples are allowed to keep
roughly $137,400 (not counting their
house and car). Most every asset above
this amount must be sold, in a process
that is referred to as “spending down.”
Is “spending down” – going through
your life’s savings – inevitable? No! There
are smart financial and legal strategies
that allow seniors to shelter assets while
still qualifying for Medicaid benefits.
These strategies are often called Medicaid
planning. Every senior should have a
working knowledge of how this type of
planning may benefit them. In some
cases, married couples are allowed to

keep $137,400. Please note that, in many
cases, married couples can keep far more
than that amount if they plan properly
and get the best advice.
There is a lot of misinformation surrounding the Medicaid program and
Medicaid planning. One of the most
misunderstood aspects is the belief that
once someone enters a nursing home, it’s
too late to do Medicaid planning. That’s
simply not true. It’s never too late to save
assets. Whether someone is entering the
nursing home tomorrow, already has been
there one week, or has been a resident of
the nursing home for five years.
Daniel O. Tully is a partner in the law firm of
Kilbourne & Tully, P.C., members of the National
Academy of Elder Law Attorneys Inc., with offices
at 120 Laurel St., Bristol. Contact him at 860583-1341. ktelderlaw.com.
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On the
catwalk

New Britain Senior Center
holds inaugural runway show
By ERICA DRZEWIECKI
@DRZEWIECKINBH
It was a time of gangsters,
bootleggers, speakeasies and
sparkles, and their parents
probably hadn’t even met yet.
But the fact that the 1920s
were before their time didn’t stop
Norman and Florence Bourque
from dressing up in the era’s best
attire and having a roaring good
time at the New Britain Senior
B6

Center May 26.
The center’s inaugural Bees
Knees’ Senior Citizen Ragtime
Runway Show was just that, a
night of dress up, dancing and
drinking.
The drinks were mocktails, of
course, served up in the Senior
Center’s own “Prohibition Bar”
- where lunch is normally served
from five days a week.
“I’m dressed up like one of the
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The New Britain Senior Center’s Bees Knees’ Ragtime
Runway Show May 26.
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Friends Bob Northam and
Bruno Siwik share a laugh
during the New Britain Senior
Center’s Bees Knees’ Ragtime
Runway Show May 26.

daughters on Downton Abbey,”
Florence said, flashing her
perfect smile.
“It brings us back to when
we were kids,” Norman, her
husband, added. “We were very
fortunate to grow up when we
did. We lived in Hartford and
we never locked our doors. We
didn’t have a care in the world.”
Wearing a red-and-white
pinstripe suit like a waiter in
a fancy restaurant might have
during that time, Bob Northam
thought he should have grown
out his mustache and carried a
dinner tray.
“I love it,” Northam said of the

fashion show. “At 88 you gotta
Farmington. She and exercise
love what you’re doing. If you
instructor Chris Kuzia collected
can still dance and have a good
the costumes, staff hired a band
time you have to
and the rest is well,
thank God.”
history.
The idea for the
His girlfriend
“We hope
roaring
twenties
Pat Tomaso wore
it’s going to
fashion show came
a green, floorbecome an annual
from
Jill
Hart
from
length dress and
tradition,” Kuzia
Amberwoods of
had a feather
said. “I think it’s
pinned in her
just nostalgic.
Farmington.
headband.
There’s always
“We go to Polka
something that
dances all over,” Northam said of reminds you of your childhood
he and his beau.
and your grandparents.”
The idea for the roaring
Klingberg Centers donated
twenties fashion show came from a 1934 Plymouth to be parked
Jill Hart from Amberwoods of
outside for seniors to pose

beside.
Those who volunteered to
be part of the fashion show
sauntered on stage one by one,
for all to admire.
Dressed in a red pinstripe suit,
91-year-old Bruno Siwik felt
better than ever.
“I do my own cooking and my
own yard work,” he bragged. “I
bowl twice a week and I dance
here on Wednesdays. I do 15
squats every morning and I
walk a mile every day. I told my
doctor I’m shooting for 105.
When I reach 105 I’ll be ready
to meet my maker,” Siwik added.
“Like the Frank Sinatra song.”
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Recognizing warning signs of a brain tumor
May is National Brain Tumor
Awareness Month and it’s estimated that nearly 90,000 people
in the United States will be diagnosed with a brain tumor in 2022.
Hearing the words ‘brain tumor’
is understandably
HEALTHY frightening, but not
LIVING
all brain tumors
are necessarily life
threatening. There
are two types of
brain tumors.
First, those that
are benign, which
Nazer
Qureshi MD means non-cancerous. These types of
tumors are sometimes in the brain
for a long time and grow very
slowly. There are also malignant
brain tumors, which are considered cancerous and can have two
different causes.
A primary brain tumor is a
tumor that forms in the brain,
but we also see metastatic brain
tumors, which means a cancer
spread from another part of the
body to the brain.
Symptoms of a brain tumor will
vary depending on the location
of the tumor and it’s size. One
symptom that remains constant
among many patients – persistent
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headaches. However, that doesn’t
tumor after a diagnosis? One of
mean someone experiencing
those options is surgery to remove
headaches necessarily has a brain
the tumor, whether it’s benign or
tumor. Headaches associated with malignant. There are certain parts
a tumor sometimes present differ- of the brain that contain prime
ently.
real estate, because they control
It’s normal for
our ability to do
many of us to develthings, such as
It’s normal for
op a headache as we
walk and talk. The
many of us
go throughout our
goal is to try to
to
develop
a
day because of stress,
remove the tumor,
headache
as
we
or other factors.
but sometimes it
go throughout
But someone who
may be difficult
our day because
notices they keep
because of where
waking up with
it’s located or
of stress, or other
headaches in the
because it’s deeply
factors.
morning, after you
rooted – making
should be refreshed
it more complex.
from sleeping, should pay attention Depending on the diagnosis and
to that and talk to their doctor. If
outcome of surgery, radiation or
young children are complaining
chemotherapy are also treatment
of headaches, that, too, should be
taken seriously. Some of the other
symptoms that could be associated
with a brain tumor include:
nSeizures, especially in adults
without underlying health issues
nVision changes
nDifficulty speaking or thinking
nLoss of balance or dizziness
nPersonality or behavioral
changes
The big question many people
have – how do you treat a brain
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options to help reduce the size of
a tumor.
While some of the symptoms of a
brain tumor can be related to other
health concerns, I encourage people
to see a doctor so they can run tests
and scans to see what’s going on and
make a diagnosis.
If a tumor is malignant, we have to
address it as soon as possible, because
the sooner you go through treatment,
the better your prognosis will hopefully be.
Dr. Nazer Qureshi is a neurosurgeon with the Ayer Neuroscience
Institute at The Hospital of Central
Connecticut. For more information, or to make an appointment,
call 860.827.7690 or visit www.
hartfordhealthcare.org/neuro
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We Honor Veterans helps those who served
It may surprise many
people to learn that 25
percent of those who die
every year in the U.S. are
veterans. To help provide care and support
that reflect the important
contributions made by
these men and women,
Bristol Health Home
Care & Hospice has
become a national partner
of We Honor Veterans,
a pioneering campaign
developed by the National
Hospice and Palliative
Care Organization in
collaboration with the
Department of Veterans
Affairs.
As a We Honor
Veterans Partner, Bristol
Health’s home care and
hospice agency will
implement ongoing veteran-centered education for
their staff and volunteers to istrator of Bristol Health
help improve the care they
Home Care & Hospice.
provide to the Veterans they “By partnering with We
proudly serve. The nation
Honor Veterans we are
is seeing many of the vetrecognizing the unique
erans who served in World
needs of our veterans who
War II and Korea pass away are facing a life-limiting
— and the numillness and we
ber of deaths of
HEALTHY LIVING will be better
Vietnam veterans By Bristol Health
able to accomis beginning to
pany and
rise as well.
guide veterans and their
“Our veterans have
families toward a more
given so much to all of us. peaceful ending.”
We owe them such a debt
The We Honor
of gratitude as they protect Veterans campaign proour freedoms each and
vides tiered recognition
every day. It’s important
to organizations that
that we are there for them demonstrate a systematic
each and every day as well, commitment to improvand that includes providing care for veterans.
ing them with proper
“Partners” can assess their
end-of-life care,” said
ability to serve veterCaren Chalfant, adminans and, using resources
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provided as part of the
campaign, integrate best
practices for providing
end-of-life care to veterans
into their organization.
And in cases where there
might be some specific
needs related to the veteran’s military service,
combat experience or
other traumatic events,
Bristol Health Home Care
& Hospice will find tools
to help support those they
are caring for.
“We thank Bristol
Health Home Care &
Hospice for partnering in
the We Honor Veterans
program,” says NHPCO
President & CEO Edo
Banach. “We Honor
Veterans partners are committed to providing quality

veteran-centric care to
the veteran patients they
serve. They understand
how a veteran’s military
service, combat experience
or other traumatic events,
could impact their end-oflife experience.”
The resources of We
Honor Veterans focus
on respectful inquiry,
compassionate listening,
and grateful acknowledgment, coupled with
veteran-centric education
of health care staff caring for veterans. To learn
more about We Honor
Veterans or to support
this important work via
a secure, online donation,
please visit www.wehonorveterans.org.
“VA shares a common

goal with our nation’s
hospices, and that is to
provide the best possible
care specifically tailored
for veterans, meeting
their goals of care in
their preferred setting.
As we focus on working
together and unite our
services and skills, We
Honor Veterans will
channel our combined
strengths directly to veterans - wherever they are
receiving care,” added
Banach.
As we think of our
veterans this upcoming
Memorial Day, Bristol
Health Home Care &
Hospice is truly honored
to be able to care for them
and their families in their
time of need. To learn
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